The Economic Benefits of Fixing Our Broken Immigration System:
Impacts for Georgia Families

Commonsense immigration reform will strengthen Georgia’s economy and creates jobs.

- According to Regional Economic Models, Inc., a set of reforms that – like the Senate bill – provides a pathway to earned citizenship and expands a high-skilled and other temporary worker programs would together boost Georgia’s economic output by $1.1 billion and create approximately 12,781 new jobs in 2014. By 2045, the boost to Georgia’s economic output would be around $7.6 billion, in 2012 dollars.
- Immigrants already make important contributions to Georgia’s economy. For example, Georgia’s labor force is 13% foreign-born. In 2009, immigrants accounted for 13% of total economic output in the Atlanta metropolitan area.

Commonsense immigration reform fosters innovation and encourages job creation in Georgia.

- 15.5% of Georgia business owners are immigrants. These businessmen and women generate $2.9 billion in income for Georgia each year.
- In Georgia, 47.8% of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) graduates at the state’s most research-intensive schools are foreign-born. Also, 60% of the state’s engineering PhDs are foreign-born.

Commonsense immigration reform increases workers’ income, resulting in new state and local tax revenue.

- Providing a pathway to earned citizenship and expanding high- and low-skilled visa programs will increase total personal income for Georgia families by $4.2 billion in 2020, according to Regional Economic Models, Inc.
- Commonsense immigration reform would have increased the state and local taxes paid by immigrants in Georgia by approximately $97 million in 2010, according to one study.

Commonsense immigration reform will contribute to the recovery of Georgia’s housing market and will strengthen Georgia’s technology, agriculture, and tourism industries, among others.

- Immigrants significantly increased home values in Georgia between 2000 and 2010 - in Dekalb County, the increase was $1,192 for the median home.
- There are 47,846 farms in Georgia that sell approximately $7.1 billion in agricultural products. Noncitizen farmworkers accounted for 35% of all farmworkers in Georgia between 2007 and 2011. According to one study, in 2020 an expanded temporary worker program – like the one provided by the Senate bill – would mean 1,050 new jobs for U.S. citizens and immigrants (including jobs not only in agriculture, but also retail trade, construction, and other sectors) in Georgia, and increase Georgia’s real personal income by $44 million in 2012 dollars.
- These provisions will increase tourism to the U.S., including to Georgia – which saw approximately 669,000 overseas visitors in 2011.

Many Georgia residents and stakeholders support comprehensive immigration reform.

- In fact, according to polling by the Partnership for a New America, 61% of Georgia residents support enacting commonsense comprehensive immigration reform.
- Georgia Agriculture Coalition: “Farmers in Georgia face a critical lack of workers which negatively impacts our economic competitiveness. … S. 744 helps meet the labor needs of agriculture both now and in the future. In the short term, the bill would preserve agriculture’s experienced workforce by allowing undocumented farm workers to adjust to a legal status. For future needs, an agricultural worker visa program provides access to a legal and reliable workforce moving forward.”
Overview of Economic Benefits to the U.S. and Georgia:

America has always been a nation of immigrants, and throughout the nation’s history, immigrants from around the globe have kept our workforce vibrant, our businesses on the cutting edge, and helped to build the greatest economic engine in the world. However, America’s immigration system is broken and has not kept pace with changing times. Today, too many employers game the system by hiring undocumented workers and there are 11 million people living and working in the shadow economy. Neither is good for the U.S. economy or Georgia families.

The bipartisan Border Security, Economic Opportunity and Immigration Modernization Act (S. 744) passed by the Senate represents a good opportunity for our country to modernize its broken immigration system. This commonsense legislation, drafted by both Democrats and Republicans, has four pillars: (1) continue to strengthen our borders; (2) crack down on companies that hire undocumented workers; (3) hold undocumented immigrants accountable before they can earn their citizenship (this means requiring undocumented workers to pay background checks, pay penalties and pay their taxes, learn English, and go to the back of the line); and, (4) streamline the legal immigration system for families, workers, and employers.

It is time to act to fix the broken immigration system in a way that requires responsibility from everyone—both from unauthorized workers and from those who hire them—and guarantees that everyone is playing by the same rules. To this end, the President urges the House of Representatives to take action and stands willing to work with all parties to make sure that commonsense immigration reform becomes a reality as soon as possible.

Economists, business leaders, and American workers agree—we must take advantage of this historic opportunity to fix our broken immigration system in a comprehensive way. Together we can build a fair, effective and common-sense immigration system that lives up to our heritage as a nation of laws and a nation of immigrants. At stake is a stronger, more dynamic, and faster growing economy that will foster job creation, higher productivity and wages, and entrepreneurship.

Commonsense immigration reform will strengthen the U.S. economy and creates jobs.

Independent studies affirm that commonsense immigration reform will increase economic growth by adding more high-demand workers to the labor force, increasing capital investment and overall productivity, and leading to greater numbers of entrepreneurs starting companies in the U.S.

- The nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated that, relative to current law projections, enacting the Senate immigration reform bill will increase national real GDP by 3.3 percent in 2023 and 5.4 percent in 2033—increasing the size of the economy by roughly $700 billion in 2023 and $1.4 trillion in 2033 in today’s dollars.¹

- According to Regional Economic Models, Inc., a set of reforms that—like the Senate bill—provides a pathway to earned citizenship and expands a high-skilled and other temporary worker programs would together boost Georgia’s economic output by $1.1 billion and create approximately 12,781 new jobs in 2014. By 2045, the boost to Georgia’s economic output would be around $7.6 billion, in 2012 dollars.²

---

• The bipartisan Senate bill will **increase size of the labor force** by 3.5 percent in 2023 and 5 percent in 2033, according to CBO, which will boost capital investment and lead to increased **productivity and higher overall average wages**.

• Immigrants already make important contributions to Georgia’s economy. The Migration Policy Institute found that 13% percent of Georgia’s labor force is foreign-born. In 2009, immigrants accounted for 13% of total economic output in the Atlanta metropolitan area.

**Commonsense immigration reform would reduce the federal deficit and strengthen Social Security.** According to CBO, the additional taxes paid by new and legalizing immigrants would much more than offset the estimated costs of the bill — in fact, enacting the bill would actually **improve the federal budget outlook** in both the short- and long-term. Additional immigration would help balance out an increase in retirees-per-worker as the baby boom generation retires, strengthening the Social Security program.

• CBO found that the enacting the Senate immigration reform bill will **reduce the federal budget deficit by nearly $850 billion** over the next 20 years.

• CBO projects that enacting commonsense immigration reform will both decrease federal deficits **and** generate additional economic growth, a fiscal win-win. Based on CBO’s analysis of the bill’s budgetary and economic effects, enacting the Senate bill would **reduce the federal debt as a share of the economy by three percentage points in 2023**, relative to current law.

• The independent SSA Actuary estimates that the Senate’s immigration reform bill will **add nearly $300 billion to the Social Security Trust Fund over the next decade** and would improve Social Security’s finances over the long run, **extending Social Security solvency by two years**.

**Commonsense immigration reform fosters innovation and encourages more job creation and job growth in the U.S.** The bipartisan Senate bill makes meaningful improvements to the existing employment-based green card system and would strengthen Georgia’s ability to attract and retain highly-skilled talent from around the world. Recent studies have shown that immigrants promote productivity and innovation, both directly and indirectly through positive spillover effects on American workers.

• The Fiscal Policy Institute found that, nationally, immigrant-owned small businesses **generated a total of $776 billion** in receipts and employed an estimated **4.7 million people** in 2007.

• The Partnership for a New American Economy found that immigrants started **28 percent of all new U.S. businesses** in 2011, despite accounting for only 13 percent of the U.S. population.

---


15.5% of Georgia business owners are immigrants. These businessmen and women generate $2.9 billion in income for Georgia each year.\(^7\)

- Notably, more than **40 percent of Fortune 500 companies were founded by immigrants or children of immigrants**. These American companies represent **7 of the 10 most valuable brands globally**, collectively employ more than 10 million people and generate annual revenue of $4.2 trillion.\(^8\)

- The Senate bill would **eliminate the existing backlogs for employment-based green cards** by exempting certain employment-based categories from annual numerical limitations on such green cards and by easing restrictions on the number of immigrants admitted from populous nations like India and China. It also **exempts STEM PhD and Master’s graduates from the annual numerical limitations**, allowing STEM graduates with advanced degrees from U.S. colleges and universities and job offers in the U.S. to stay and work in the U.S. as permanent residents.

- The Senate bill creates a new startup, or INVEST, visa that **helps foreign entrepreneurs build their businesses in the U.S.** by creating temporary visa and permanent green card options for those **entrepreneurs who attract investment from qualified U.S. investors or revenue from U.S. customers and create jobs for American workers**.

- According the Partnership for a New American Economy, in Georgia, 47.8% of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) graduates at the state’s most research-intensive schools are foreign-born. Also, 60% of the state’s engineering PhDs are foreign-born.\(^9\)

**Commonsense immigration reform increases the productivity of workers and adds new protections for American workers.** According to CBO and other independent studies, immigration reform will increase overall U.S. productivity, ultimately resulting in higher GDP and higher wages. The bipartisan Senate bill also provides a host of protections for Georgia workers and includes new worksite enforcement and border security measures that will deter unauthorized immigration in the future.

- CBO estimates that, overall, **real wages will be 0.5 percent higher in 2033** — the equivalent to an additional $250 of income for the median American household — as a result of enacting the Senate bill. According to an independent study by Regional Economic Models Inc., providing a pathway to earned citizenship and expanding high- and low-skilled visa programs (as the bipartisan Senate bill would do) will increase total personal income for Georgia families by $4.2 billion in 2020.

- Enacting the Senate bill will **raise the “wage floor”** for all workers—particularly in industries where large numbers of low-wage, easily exploited, unauthorized immigrants currently work. According to the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy, commonsense immigration reform would have increased state and local taxes paid by Georgia’s immigrants by approximately $97 million in 2010 – from $360 million to $457 million.\(^10\)

---

\(^7\) Data from Partnership for a New American Economy’s “Map the Impact” project. [http://www.maptheimpact.org/](http://www.maptheimpact.org/)


\(^9\) Data from Partnership for a New American Economy's “Map the Impact” project. [http://www.maptheimpact.org/](http://www.maptheimpact.org/)

Studies of the 1986 immigration reform law found that newly-legalized immigrants saw wage gains of about 10 percent, due in part to increases in workers’ productivity, which benefits the economy as a whole.11

Commonsense immigration reform will contribute to our housing market recovery and strengthens the U.S. technology, agriculture, and tourism industries, among others. In addition to the benefits described above – increasing total economic growth, boosting worker productivity, increasing innovation, and strengthening our fiscal health – the bipartisan Senate bill would bring specific benefits to a range of economic sectors.

A recent study from the Americas Society/Council for the Americas and Partnership for a New American Economy found that the 40 million immigrants currently in the U.S. have created $3.7 trillion in housing wealth. Immigrants significantly increased home values in Georgia between 2000 and 2010—in Dekalb County, the increase was $1,192 for the median home.12

According to a USDA simulation of a similar policy, increasing the number of agriculture temporary workers, under certain conditions, would increase long-run agricultural output by between 0.2 percent and 2.0 percent, depending on the crop, and would increase agricultural exports by between 0.2 percent and 3.2 percent. And CBO found that the Senate bill would allow 1.5 million agricultural workers and their dependents to obtain legal status (and eventually citizenship), which would provide a skilled and reliable workforce for the industry. There are 47,846 farms in Georgia that sell approximately $7.1 billion in agricultural products. Noncitizen farmworkers accounted for 35% of all farmworkers in Georgia between 2007 and 2011.13 These Georgia farms and farmworkers will benefit from the Senate bill’s earned citizenship program for farmworkers and new temporary worker program. According to one study, in 2020 an expanded temporary worker program – like the one provided by the Senate bill – would add 1,050 jobs for U.S. citizens and immigrants (including jobs in agriculture, retail trade, construction, and other sectors) in Georgia, and increase Georgia’s real personal income by 44 million in 2012 dollars.14

Travel and tourism comprise the largest service-export industry in the U.S., setting a record $165.6 billion in exports and supporting 7.8 million jobs in 2012, according to the International Trade Administration. The industries’ continued growth depends on America’s ability to compete with other countries for international tourists (particularly those from emerging economies). The Senate bill contains numerous provisions that will facilitate travel and tourism to the United States while simultaneously strengthening our national security. These provisions will increase tourism to the U.S., including to Georgia – which saw approximately 669,000 overseas visitors in 2011.15

U.S. and Georgia residents and stakeholders support comprehensive immigration reform.

John Arensmeyer, Small Business Majority: “Small business owners understand that fixing our country’s immigration system will help them foster better workforces, which will bolster their bottom lines and our economy as a whole. … Everyone benefits when we encourage hard-

13 USDA-ERS analysis of American Community Survey Public Use Microdata Sample files, 2007-11
14 Treyz, Frederick, Stottlemyer, Corey, and Motamedi, Rod. (2013)
working immigrants to bring their skillsets to the U.S. and let previously undocumented immigrants legally join our workforce, pay taxes and contribute in a meaningful way to our economy.”

- U.S. Chamber of Commerce: “Immigration reform is one of the compelling challenges of our time. The Chamber will continue to utilize its resources and promote support among our members for broad immigration reform because America cannot compete and win in a global economy without the world’s best talent, hardest workers, or biggest dreamers.”

- Steve Case, Chairman and CEO of Revolution: “The Senate's bill will attract the world's best entrepreneurs and innovators and be a key ingredient to sustaining America's long-term competitive edge.”

- National Council of La Raza: “Our economy will grow, the deficit will shrink, jobs will be created and our taxpaying labor force will expand so that we have more workers contributing to our tax system. All of these positives should demonstrate to lawmakers working on reform that we shouldn’t delay passage of an immigration bill which will provide our nation with additional economic benefits.”

- SEIU: “Passing commonsense, accountable immigration reform is also about a shared commitment to strengthening our economy. Lifting 11 million undocumented workers out of the underground economy would lift wages for every American while generating billions in additional tax revenue.”

- American Farm Bureau: “The Senate’s passage today of a balanced immigration reform bill that includes a fair and workable farm labor provision is welcomed by America’s farmers and ranchers...A comprehensive agricultural labor plan that works for all sectors of agriculture and across all regions of our nation is long overdue. We commend the Senate for addressing this very important issue, which will help ensure the continued success of agriculture in our nation.”

- National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare: “We agree with both the Congressional Budget Office and the Chief Actuary of the Social Security Administration (SSA) that comprehensive immigration reform is good for all Americans. The new members of the national family brought in by this bill will contribute to the growth of the economy and at the same time will help strengthen Social Security.”

- In fact, according to polling by the Partnership for a New America, 61% of Georgia residents support enacting commonsense comprehensive immigration reform.

- Georgia Agriculture Coalition, including Dairy Farmers of America, Georgia Agribusiness Council, Georgia Blueberry Growers Association, Georgia Cattleman’s Association, Georgia Pork Producers, and many others: “Farmers in Georgia face a critical lack of workers which negatively impacts our economic competitiveness. … S. 744 helps meet the labor needs of agriculture both now and in the future. In the short term, the bill would preserve agriculture’s experienced workforce by allowing undocumented farm workers to adjust to a legal status. For future needs, an agricultural worker visa program provides access to a legal and reliable workforce moving forward.”